As the barrage of half-truths, guilt-by-association, and
other sharp-elbowed attack ads lit up the airwaves in the
recent midterm elections, another more covert battle
was also raging. Candidates, party committees, and their
allied independent groups pushed the limits in the noncoordinating-coordination game. The players sought to
direct resources in the most efficient way possible while
staying within Federal Election Commission regulations
that forbid private “material” and “substantial” discussions of advertising strategy.
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Last year’s winner may be the trio of the National
Republican Congressional Committee (NRCC), American
Action Network (AAN), and American Crossroads. CNN
recently discovered a clever but nondisclosed Twitter
account the groups were allegedly using to relay polling
data through coded messages.1 Whether these groups,
particularly AAN and Crossroads, who bear the burden,
actually broke any rules remains to be seen. The liberal
watchdog group American Democracy Legal Fund (ADLF)
filed an FEC complaint against all three on Nov. 25.2
But the larger question of how far candidates and party
committees can go to provide cues to the independent
groups trying to help them remains murky. Some have
pointed to the guilty plea of Virginia operative Tyler Harber
in February as watershed moment.3 Harber ran a supposedly independent super PAC while managing the campaign of
the candidate the PAC was supporting. The plea was noteworthy because it marked the first federal prosecution of a
coordination case. But Harber’s actions were so blatant—he
used an alias and skimmed money off the transactions—that
they didn’t touch on the difficult line-drawing exercises
campaigns and outside groups continue to face. At most, the
Harber case signals the Department of Justice’s interest in
prosecuting political fraud cases. For the less obviously illegal scenarios, however, candidates, consultants, and outside
groups will continue to push the limits.
FEC regulations proffer a three-part test (payment, conduct, and content) to determine whether a communication
is coordinated and therefore must adhere to contribution
limitations.4 Controversy usually arises over the “conduct”
prong, which contains five criteria, any of which can trigger
in-kind contribution headaches for campaigns and outside
spenders.5
Most close calls implicate the first three conduct factors:
(1) Did the candidate or political party committee make a
“request or suggestion” for the communication? (2) Was
the candidate or party committee “materially involved,”
or did he participate in “substantial discussions” about the
communication? (3) For 2, was the request made through
a publicly available forum? Each factor touches on different
aspects of the law, and all three drew scrutiny this cycle.
Candidates and parties can avoid the “request or suggestion” factor by making their request to the “public generally” as opposed to a “select audience.”6 In its NRCC complaint, ADLF asserts the now-infamous “BrunoGianelli44”
Twitter account breached this factor by “hiding” the Twitter
account in plain sight through coded messages decipherable
only to its intended audience. Relatedly, both the “materially involved” and “substantial discussions” factors contain
a “publicly available” exception.
But how public is public enough? New Hampshire Senate
incumbent Jeanne Shaheen provided a close call. There
the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee (DSCC)
tweeted out “Important messages for New Hampshire” that
linked to suggested scripts and opposition research allies
could use to attack challenger Scott Brown. But the links
directed to a “hidden” page on Shaheen’s website apparently accessible only through the Twitter link.7 On the

other end of the spectrum was U.S. Senate candidate Tom
Tillis of North Carolina. His campaign raised eyebrows by
posting an entire advertising strategy document online,
but its thoroughly public nature relieved the campaign of
any coordination concerns.
Few would doubt that but for their public nature, opposition research and advertising strategy memos would implicate the second and third factors, “material involvement”
and “substantial discussions,” because they involve the
candidates’ “projects, activities, or needs.” But the parameters are nonetheless ill-defined according to prominent
Democrat election lawyer Bob Bauer. “No one is especially
clear about what amounts to a ‘substantial’ discussion or
about the information that would be considered ‘material’
to the formulation of ad strategy.”8
Even if considered nonpublic, does the NRCC’s internal
polling qualify? According to election law professor Daniel
Tokaji in an interview for the CNN article, probably not: “It
may bend common sense, but not necessarily the law … I
don’t think sharing polling data is going to be enough to
establish that the campaign was materially involved in decisions about content, target audience or timing.”
The FEC commissioners may view the Twitter complaint
differently on ideological grounds. In a previous “b-roll”
imbroglio, the Commission split 3-3 on whether the use of
candidate footage accessed through the candidate’s website
or You Tube channel constituted illegal “republication” of
campaign materials.
In the 2012 case, the Republican commissioners displayed reluctance to embroil the FEC in “b-roll” enforcement, relying on the “brief quote” exception. “The Act’s
republication provision is designed to capture situations
where third parties, in essence, subsidize a candidate's
campaign by expanding the distribution of communications whose content, format, and overall message are
devised by the candidate. … [T]he [group’s] use of the
video footage snippets in its own communication was
consistent with the Act and Commission regulations.”9
The Democrat commissioners, however, would have prosecuted the case based on a stricter interpretation of the
regulation, “[T]he republished material … is not a ‘brief
quote’. … To the contrary, the material is a central part …
appearing for 10-15 seconds of the 30-second ad.”10
Regardless of ideological differences, coordination
actions have proven difficult to enforce. A recent Ohio State
University study, The New Soft Money, Outside Spending
in Congressional Elections,11 revealed the frustration
many operatives felt for what they believed was illegal coordination by their opponents. But even where evidence does
exist, the result may be underwhelming. In 2009, Club For
Growth filed a complaint against former Rep. Joe Schwarz,
R-Mich., and the Republican Main Street Partnership PAC.
Although the FEC did unearth emails suggesting coordination, the three-year legal battle resulted in a settlement and
$5,000 in penalties.12
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CONUNDRUM continued from page 53
With the stakes so high, candidates, parties, and outside
spenders will continue to push the boundaries. Conversely,
reformers and partisans stand at the ready to file a complaint
at the slightest hint of impropriety. Indeed, some groups exist
for little else. After the CNN report ran, ADLF, run by veteran Democrat operative Brad Woodhouse, almost immediately
filed its FEC complaint. A glance at the group’s website reveals
little except a menu of FEC and other complaints against
Republicans. This should give both sides pause before pushing
the coordination limits too far. 
Paul H. Jossey is an election lawyer in
Alexandria, Virginia. This is not intended to be legal advice. © 2015 Paul H.
Josssey. All rights reserved.
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